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Barclays/ACT Corporate Risk Management Survey
The survey highlights the shifting trends affecting corporate risk management and the increasing need for treasurers to
focus on the quality of banking relationships and counterparty credit.
The survey received responses from over 100 multi-national companies. It highlights the
major themes and trends in corporate risk management, particularly in light of events in the
global financial markets since 2008, and builds on a similar survey done in 2010.
 The companies participating in the survey represent a broad range of regions, sizes and
industry groups
 79% of companies surveyed are from the EMEA region
An article highlighting the survey results was published in June 2012 in the Treasurer,
the Official Magazine of the ACT - www.treasurers.org/thetreasurer
What lies ahead
The survey illustrates the changing priorities in risk management. We see a number of
important challenges facing corporate treasuries:
 increased awareness of counterparty credit, encompassing credit line availability with
banks and the creditworthiness of both banking and trading partners

 a focus on emerging markets, with treasurers needing to increase their risk management
understanding of them as the world continues to look to these critical markets for growth
 ongoing improvements in treasury capabilities, with treasurers expected to have a real-time understanding of the risks facing their
businesses and the real economic impact of those risks
 adapting to new regulations, with changes in the regulatory landscape for banks having a knock-on impact on corporate end-users which
will need to be closely watched by treasurers

The survey was conducted during Q1 2012 by Barclays and the Association of Corporate Treasurers (ACT).
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Risk management objectives and approach
The global economy and counterparty risk dominate treasurer concerns (see pages 5 to 10).
 Reducing earnings volatility has become even more clearly the top
risk management objective for corporate treasurers
 Foreign exchange (FX) transaction risk is still the highest ranked
concern, followed by liquidity risk and counterparty risk, which
has become the third highest ranked concern
 60% of companies surveyed stated that market volatility in some
form is the biggest risk management challenge facing treasurers
 Banking relationships have been simplified, with treasurers
tending to ask all core banks for risk management support
 Companies rank counterparty credit quality as the second most
important factor when choosing risk management banks

‘At a headline level, the 2012 survey clearly shows that
treasurers are focused on a broader range of risks than
two years ago. Where transactional and operational issues
used to dominate, strategic and macro-economic issues
now top the list of concerns. The survey also indicates that,
hand in hand with the economic outlook, treasurers are far
more aware of counterparty credit risks and are
demanding a better quality of relationship from their
banking partners.’
Rodolphe Alexis, Managing Director, Head of Corporate
Foreign Exchange EMEA, Barclays Investment Banking,
says: ‘This survey clearly reflects the hot topics raised by
our clients. Since the financial crisis, treasurers are a lot
more aware of the range of risks they need to manage,
particularly in areas such as emerging markets,
counterparty risk and market liquidity.’

Source: Barclays. Note: Quotes taken from an article on the survey results, first published June 2012 in the Treasurer, the Official Magazine of the ACT.
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Risk management activity
Risk management activity is increasingly driven by concerns over market volatility (see pages 11 to 19).
Foreign exchange risk management:
 ongoing market volatility is the largest driver of changes in FX risk management
 in line with the 2010 survey, around half of companies use FX options where FX risk is
actively hedged
 hedging of emerging market FX risks has increased to over 40% of companies
 almost two-thirds of companies use some form of e-commerce for FX transactions

These changes at a policy and strategic
level are arguably a direct result of the
ongoing economic crisis. Anecdotally,
corporate treasuries are becoming
more sophisticated in how they manage
their banking group, often using
dynamic market-based approaches in
assessing which banks to transact with.

Interest rates risk management:
 there has been a shift towards more fixed debt over the last year, with vanilla swaps
becoming an increasingly important hedging tool
 inflation swaps have also increased in importance
 hedge co-ordinators are used by 18% of companies and achieving optimal pricing is the
main driver of this
Hedge accounting is recognised as an important factor in choosing hedging solutions, but
for the majority of companies it does not dictate the hedging approach.

Keith Gilmour, Director, Head of UK
Major Corporate FX, Barclays
Investment Banking, says: ‘We regularly
discuss issues such as liquidity, hedge
portfolio composition and banks’ own
CDS levels with clients, which is a
significant change from only two years
ago. Clients are increasingly more
attuned to their counterparty
exposures.’

Source: Barclays. Note: Quotes taken from an article on the survey results, first published June 2012 in the Treasurer, the Official Magazine of the ACT.
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Risk management objectives
When asked to rank risk management objectives, earnings volatility and shareholder value are key factors.
 92% of companies rank ‘reducing earnings volatility’
as a top three risk management objective

Ranking of objectives in risk management
First

 41% rank it as their number one concern
 Over two-thirds rank contributing to shareholder
value in the top three

Reducing earnings
volatility

Second

Third objective

41%

Sum of top
three rankings

30%

21%

92%

 This stands out as an important focus for treasurers
Additional participant comments

Contributing to
shareholder value

28%

21%

21%

70%

 Reduce:
– credit risk
– exposures

Achieving budget
rates

12%

16%

21%

49%

 Protect:
– economic value
– liquidity

Protecting banking
covenants

10%

17%

14%

41%

– cash flow
– debt cost volatility

Providing competitive
advantage

6% 14%

0%
Source: Barclays.
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Risk management concerns
When asked to rank risk management concerns, foreign currency transactional risk remains the primary concern, with
liquidity and counterparty risks also a factor.
 66% of companies rank foreign currency transactional risk as one of their top three concerns, with 34% ranking it as number one
 Liquidity and/or funding risk is the next highest ranked, and is a top three concern for 65% of companies
 Counterparty risk (i.e. credit quality of counterpart institutions) stands out as the third highest concern. In the 2010 survey, counterparty
risk was fourth highest with 27% ranking it in the top three
 When asked to rate the change in importance of risk management concerns compared to one year ago, counterparty risk shows a
marked increase in the level of importance for companies. The only risks which appear to be slightly less of a concern are interest rates
and inflation risks, though only by a marginal amount

Ranking of major concerns in risk management
First

Second

Third concern

34%

13%

Foreign currency transactional risk

24%

Liquidity and/or funding risk
Counterparty risk

15%

Interest rates risk

15%
9%

Commodity risk
Foreign earnings or net investment risk
Inflation risk

17%

7%

10%

Sum of top
three rankings

24%
25%

19%

66%

33

17%

65%

33

57%

17%

10%

56
-4

57%

25%

9%

23

25%

9%

17

21%
-4

11%

6% 4%
0%

Change in importance1

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

-60

-40

Source: Barclays. 1: Calculated as the percentage of respondents stating ‘more concerned’ less the percentage stating ‘less concerned’ about each issue.
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Risk management considerations and challenges
Liquidity and credit lines top the list of key considerations, while global market volatility stands out as the biggest challenge.
Risk management considerations

Biggest risk management challenge in 2012

 Companies were asked to rate the importance of various
considerations (other than price) when implementing their
risk management strategy

 25% of companies surveyed rank an escalation in the euro-area crisis
as the biggest risk management challenge in 2012

 Liquidity is clearly the most important consideration, with
94% of companies rating it of high or medium importance

 Combining this with continuing volatile markets and the risk of a
global double-dip recession, the survey shows that 60% of
companies are focusing on these large, strategic challenges

 Credit line utilisation is rated as the second most important
consideration

 Nearly one in five of companies cites counterparty risk as the most
important market-driven concern

High

Medium

Low importance

25%

Escalation in euro-area crisis

61%

Liquidity

Credit line
utilisation

33%

42%

6%

41%

17%

Risk of global double-dip recession

18%

Counterparty risk

18%

35%

38%

29%

Tax

27%

47%

24%

High commodity prices

6%

Refinancing risk

6%
5%

Low yields on cash
Internal
resourcing

20%
0%

54%
20%

40%

26%
60%

Source: Barclays.
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Other
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Requirements of risk management providers
Companies are careful in selecting which banks to work with and require global international banks with geographical
presence.
When approaching banks for risk management requirements,
companies use a range of approaches.
 48% of companies approach all banks for all their needs, an
increase on the 2010 survey (40%)
Segmentation of banking counterparties is relatively common:
 29% segment banks by specific capabilities in different
markets
 28% of companies split their groups between core and noncore banks, used for regular activities and special situations
respectively
 a small proportion (17%) use a volume-based approach to
select their banking group

Use of banking group for risk management1
All core banks asked about all risk
management needs

48%

Bank group segmented by specific
capabilities (e.g. emerging markets, FX,
interest rates, commodities)

29%

Core banks used for regular hedging (e.g.
transactional flow); non-core banks used for
special situations (e.g. event risks, M&A)

28%

Banks assessed based on volume of
transactional flow, then strategic business
apportioned on this basis

17%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Requirements of core banking group1
Lending capabilities

In terms of requirements of their core banking group:
 lending capabilities is the top requirement, with creditworthiness second
 corporate banking capabilities and geographical presence
are also important requirements

81%

Credit worthiness

76%

Corporate banking capabilities

75%

Geographical presence

66%

Strategic advice

33%

Investment banking capabilities

29%

Position in league tables
Source: Barclays. 1: Respondents could select multiple answers.
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Choice of risk management provider
Pricing remains the most important factor when choosing risk management providers. Availability of lending facilities and
counterparty risk are a close second group of considerations.
When approaching banks for risk management
requirements, companies use a range of
approaches:
 ‘pricing and execution capability’ is cited as the
main factor in choosing a bank by 39% of
companies, with 92% stating it as a top three
factor
 the second group of factors are ‘availability of
lending facilities’, and credit and counterparty
risk, a top three factor for 56% and 58% of
companies respectively
 a number of factors are low on the list of
priorities when choosing which bank to use,
suggesting that these factors are only
considered for specific, special situations:
– emerging markets capabilities
– risk management policy and approach
– strategic, large, confidential transactions
(e.g. M&A situations)

Ranking factors in choosing risk management providers
First
Pricing and
execution capability

Third factor

39%

Availability of
lending facilities

25%

Counterparty risk and
credit-worthiness
Quality of sales coverage
and hedging ideas

Second

13%

8% 8%

Provision of risk
management credit lines

7% 5%

Strategic, large,
confidential transactions

6%

39%

20%

16%

Sum of top
three rankings

14%

11%

56%

29%

58%

19%

35%
16%

11%

Risk management policy
and approach
Quality of research

92%

4%

7% 10%
18%

Emerging markets
capabilities

5%
7%

Source: Barclays.
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Additional risk management services
When asked to identify services that would bring benefits to a company’s risk management, market information tops the
list.1
Companies clearly identified the areas that they feel are
most valuable from their banks.

Ranking factors in choosing risk management providers

 Market information: timely and appropriate levels of
information appears to be the most valued service,
with a need for ‘opinions on economic data’ cited by
one respondent

Foreign exchange

 Tailored solutions: companies identified a
‘requirement for advice on larger trades’, suggesting
the need for a closer dialogue in strategic scenarios
 Accounting support: as accounting rules change
and companies become increasingly aware of
accounting restrictions, there is demand for
guidance on this complex topic

47%

Market information

36%

35%

Tailored solutions

22%

28%

Accounting support

11%

20%

Not applicable

There does not appear to be demand for increased
coverage and access to trading or research.
This suggests that existing levels of coverage received
by companies is about right, but that coverage could
potentially be more focused in
terms of content and timeliness.

16%

13%

Access to trading

7%

25%

Access to research

4%

4%

Increased coverage
and calls
Source: Barclays. 1: Respondents could select multiple answers.
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Foreign exchange risk management
Forecasted transaction risk is the most commonly hedged risk; balance sheet, earnings translation and contingent risks are
hedged by a significant proportion of companies.
The companies surveyed represent a broad spread of
FX transactional volumes.
 58% of companies have annual FX volumes of over
USD 100m, of which 25% have volumes of over USD
1bn

Size of annual FX volume transacted
> USD 25bn

5%

USD 5bn - 25bn

6%

USD 1bn - 5bn

14%

USD 500m - 1bn

Forecasted transactions are the most commonly
hedged FX risks, with almost three-quarters of
companies hedging this risk.

USD 100m - 500m

18%

< USD 100m

 One-third of companies hedge balance sheet
translation risk
 Just over one-quarter of companies hedge earnings
translation risk

15%

42%
0%

10%

20%

30%

Volume < USD1bn

Volume > USD1bn

71%

Forecasted transactions

86%
28%

Balance sheet
translation (NIH)

48%
25%

Earnings translation

36%
13%

Contingent risks (bids,
M&A deals)
Source: Barclays. 1: Respondents could select multiple answers.
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50%

Hedging of foreign exchange risks1

 Around one-fifth hedge contingent risks
Companies with larger exposures (over USD 1bn)
appear to be more active in the range of risks that they
hedge.

40%

29%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

FX hedging instruments
Use of FX options is common in G10 currencies and growing in EM currencies.
G10

EM

Options used by 49% of
companies that hedge FX
(40% of all companies

100%
82%
75%

65%

50%

39%

35%
24%

25%

14%

10%

13%

6%

9%

0%
FX spot, forwards, NDFs

FX swaps

Vanilla options

FX-linked enhanced yield

Emerging markets exposure

 FX spot, forwards and swaps are the most commonly used hedging
instruments
 For companies that actively hedge (82%), around half of them use
options. This represents 40% of all companies surveyed

Structured options

Dealt centrally
by treasury

66%

 Hedging of emerging market currency exposures is growing,
though is still far less common than for G10 exposures
 Just over one-third of companies allow onshore dealing of emerging
markets currencies by local treasury teams

Dealt by local
treasury in
onshore markets

34%

0%
Source: Barclays.
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Changes in FX risk management
External market factors appear to be the main drivers of change in risk management activity over the last year.
 Increased foreign exchange volatility is a top three
factor for 95% of companies surveyed
 The second most important driver is the ongoing
euro-area crisis for 79% of companies, which is
arguably linked with the increased foreign exchange
volatility
 Changes in underlying business volumes ranks third
most important factor, with 71%
 Emerging markets exposures and extreme currency
valuations do not appear to be key drivers of change
in risk management approach

Additional participant comments on factors driving
changes to FX risk management:
‘Credit lines’
‘Change of hedging policy’
‘Sale of subsidiary’

Ranking of factors driving changes to risk management1
First
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Third factor

Increased foreign
exchange volatility

38%

33%

Euro-area crisis

Changes in
underlying business
volumes

14%

Changes in
emerging markets
exposure

8%

Currency extreme
levels (vs. PPP)

8% 8%

20%

20%

31%

20%

Other

0%
Source: Barclays. 1: Respondents could select multiple answers.
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40%

60%

80%

100%

Use of e-commerce for FX
Use of e-commerce platforms has marginally increased since 2010.
 63% of companies surveyed are using an
e-commerce solution to execute foreign exchange
deals:
– usage of e-commerce has grown since 2010
(vs. 61% in 2010)
 E-commerce penetration may be reaching a peak;
however, there is growth in the use of automated FX
payment systems
 Where companies do not want to increase their use
of e-commerce platforms, the key drivers are low
frequency of trades and a continuing preference for
voice trading

Use of e-commerce platforms
Multi-bank FX
e-commerce platforms

38%

No use of any e-commerce
platforms for FX execution

37%

Single propriety bank
or broker platform

21%

Bank payment
services system

15%

Multiple proprietary bank
or broker platform

5%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Reasons for not using e-commerce
Low frequency of trades

Additional participant comments on reasons for not
using e-commerce platforms:
‘Insufficient market liquidity for EM currencies’
‘Pricing availability for longer-dated trades’

‘Prefer to discuss significant trades over the phone’

45%

Preference for voice

28%

Lack of confidence when
executing large transactions

19%

Insufficient functionality
and products

19%

Company’s treasury policy

18%

Security concerns

9%

Insufficient flexibility
Source: Barclays.
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Interest rates risk management
Companies surveyed had a broad range of debt size, with a range of hedging approaches.
 Over 40% of companies surveyed have debt of over
USD 1bn, and one-quarter have debt less than USD
25m

Size of company debt
> USD 5bn

 There is no typical mix of fixed vs. floating debt ratio;
however, there has been a slight shift to more fixed
debt since 2010

20%

USD 1bn - 5bn

21%

USD 500m - 1bn

 A variety of hedging approaches is used, with no one
approach dominating

9%

USD 100m - 500m

18%

USD 25m - 100m

7%

< USD 25m

Interest rate hedging approaches1

25%
0%

Liability hedging - loans

10%

20%

30%

48%

Split of fixed vs. floating debt
Natural hedging - raise debt in the
same currency as FX exposure

42%

0% fixed

Natural hedging - match fixed/floating
interest rates on assets and liabilities

25%

Liability hedging - bonds

0% - 25% fixed

24%

Net investment hedging
- cross currency swaps

20%
0%

10%

20%

15%
12%

25% - 50% fixed

18%

50% - 75% fixed

18%

75% - 100% fixed
30%

40%

50%

25%

100% fixed

12%
0%

Source: Barclays. 1: Respondents could select multiple answers.
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Interest rates hedging solutions
Vanilla swaps and cross-currency swaps are the dominant solutions used.
Hedging solutions used1
60% of companies use vanilla swaps for their interest
rate hedging.
 24% use cross-currency swaps
 Vanilla and structured options are less used, but
more than one-fifth of companies use options of
some kind
 Inflation swaps are used by almost one-tenth of
companies

Vanilla swaps

Key reasons for any change in hedging activity are:
 changes in debt profile – for example, shift from
bond to bank debt, reduced tenor
 underlying market levels
Counterparty credit and credit availability are less
important factors.

15

60%

Cross-currency swaps

18

34%

Vanilla options
(e.g. caps, floors)

0

18%

Inflation swaps

20

9%

Structures and exotics (e.g.
cancellable swaps)

-25

6%
0%

In terms of change in importance, inflation, crosscurrency and vanilla swaps have all increased in
importance over the last year, while structured, exotic
options have decreased in importance.

Change in importance2

20%

40%

-30

60%

-20

-10

0

20

30

Reasons for change, if any, in hedging activity1
Change in debt profile

34%

Underlying market levels

25%

Credit-worthiness of banks

13%

Change to risk management strategy

9%

Bank credit lines

8%

Hedge accounting
Bank solutions offered

6%
4%

0%
10%
20%
30%
Source: Barclays.
1: Respondents could select multiple answers. 2: Calculated as the percentage of respondents stating ‘more important’ less the percentage stating ‘less important’ about each issue.
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Interest rates and the use of a hedge coordinator
Hedge coordinators have been used by 18% of companies surveyed, with optimal pricing the main driver of usage.
 18% of companies surveyed have used a
hedge coordinator or hedge syndication
process for their interest rate hedging in
the past
 Where a hedge coordinator has been used,
the primary reason given is that it provides
optimal pricing across a broad bank group

Use of hedge coordinator

Reason for using or not using1
Optimal pricing

81%

Spread business between
relationship banks

56%

Reduced resource requirement
Yes

18%

38%

Allowed credit spread
comparisons

25%

Ensured hedge executed in line
with bond pricing

 Confidentiality of hedging is a less
important factor

13%

Kept hedging confidential

6%
0%

No

82%

– trades too small to warrant a
coordinator
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20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

60%

80% 100%

56%

Was not warranted for size of
trades to be executed

30%

Unaware as to the hedge coordination process

0%
Source: Barclays. 1: Respondents could select multiple answers.

40%

Prefer to manage full process inhouse and ask each bank
separately for pricing

 Where a hedge coordinator has not been
used, the main reasons given are:
– a preference for managing the process
in house

20%

21%

Not applicable

14%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80% 100%

Interest rates pre-hedging
18% of companies would typically pre-hedge future expected interest rates exposures.
 18% of companies surveyed have executed
interest rates pre-hedges
(for example, to pre-hedge future bond
issuance or bank facility refinancing)
in the past
 Where pre-hedging has been done, the
primary product used is forward starting
swaps, with some use of gilt or treasury
locks and option-based strategies

Use of pre-hedges

Product used1
Forward starting swaps

Yes

18%

81%

Gilt or treasury locks

19%

Option based strategies

19%

Swap spread locks

 Where pre-hedging has not been done,
the main reasons given are:

0%
0%

– a lack of certainty over future debt
position

20%

40%

60%

80%

Reason for not using1
Lack of certainty around
future debt position

– risk not viewed as material

51%

Risk not viewed as material
No

41%

82%
Issues with obtaining hedge
accounting treatment

15%

Interest rate policy does
not permit pre-hedging

0%
Source: Barclays. 1: Respondents could select multiple answers.
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Hedge accounting
Proposed changes to hedge accounting rules under IFRS9 are expected to have a beneficial impact on corporate hedging
approaches.
One quarter of companies surveyed state that
hedge accounting has a high impact on their
hedging approach
 74% of companies have some flexibility around
hedger accounting, in that not all solutions
must achieve hedge accounting treatment
 Over one-third of companies state that hedge
accounting has low or no impact on their
hedging approach
With the forthcoming IFRS9 accounting
proposals, almost one-third (31%) of companies
expect the changes to allow a wider range of
hedging solutions, including derivatives.

One-fifth (21%) of companies have not yet
considered the impact of IFRS9, suggesting that
many companies are not yet prepared for these
very important changes to the accounting rules.

Impact of hedge accounting on hedging activity
High impact – all solutions must
achieve hedge accounting

26%

Medium impact – try to achieve hedge
accounting on most solutions but not all

34%

Low impact – try to achieve hedge
accounting on some solutions

14%

No impact – hedge
accounting not applied
Do not know

0%

23%
4%

10%

20%

30%

Impact of IFRS9 on hedging activity
High impact - wider range of
products and better risk management

6%

Medium impact - IFRS9 may
increase use of derivatives

25%

Low impact - do not see changes
to risk management approach

47%

Do not know - not considered
the impact from IFRS 9
Source: Barclays.
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Methodology
Companies surveyed represent a wide range of regions, turnover and industries.
Companies by region (company HQ)

Companies by industry group

United Kingdom

55%

Industrial

18%

Retail and wholesale

Continental Europe

15%

24%
Financial services

Asia Pacific

12%

North America

13%

Communications and media

9%

Technology

7%

Other

7%

9%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%
Power, utilities and infrastructure

Companies by sales turnover
> USD 25bn

15%

USD 5bn - 25bn

17%

USD 1bn - 5bn

29%

USD 500m - 1bn

7%

Consumer goods

5%

Leisure and entertainment

5%

Aviation and travel

4%

Natural resources

4%

Business and professional services

3%
3%

USD 100m - 500m

15%

Healthcare and pharmaceuticals

< USD 100m

15%

Shipping and transportation

Source: Barclays.
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Disclaimer
Performance data, modelling and back-testing: BARCLAYS MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS AS TO FUTURE PERFORMANCE. Any past performance, modelling
or back-testing contained herein is no indication as to future performance. We make no representation as to the accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of
any performance data, modelling or scenario analysis in these materials.
All opinions and estimates are given as of the date hereof and are subject to change. Barclays is not obligated to inform you of any change to such
opinions or estimates.
To the extent that this document includes any research, the persons named as the authors of such research hereby certify that: (i) all of the views
expressed in the research report accurately reflect the personal views of the authors about the subject securities and issuers; and (ii) no part of their
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